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Low cost and significant advances in technology now allow instructors to create their own virtual
learning environments. Creating social interactions within a virtual space that emulates the physical
classroom remains challenging. While students are familiar with virtual worlds and video meetings, they
are inexperienced as virtual learners. Over a nine year period we applied iterative cycles of action
research through numerous large classes to systematically uncover attributes of success when executing
synchronous learning in distributed environments. Findings show technology is not the source of
problems; rather, difficulties emerge from human behaviors and their interactions with system features.
We conclude with practical takeaway guidelines for video conferencing and immersive virtual envi-
ronments and a model of nexus of control that elaborates software and classroom management attri-
butes that can lead to successful execution.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
“A towel, [The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy] says, is about the most massively useful thing an interstellar hitchhiker can have.”
Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
1. Introduction

Students have grown accustomed to using video meeting tools and accumulating guild achievements in Massively Multiplayer Online
Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs). Hit video games, emphasizing 3D immersive environments, along with teamwork and long-term plan-
ning, regularly outsell top Hollywood blockbusters (Thorsen, 2007). The expensive and limited point to point video meeting systems
installed in many schools suddenly seem out of touch with learners accustomed to controlling their own virtual environments.

Highly motivated teachers looking to create virtual learning environments frequently face institutional difficulties. Classrooms typically
embed asynchronous technologies that emphasize a one-waymodel of lecture andmaterial delivery that already lag behind the on-demand
Internet (Molenda & Bichelmeyer, 2005). Advances in the technologies of video, audio, and Internet connectivity mean online teaching is
a low cost and highly viable possibility. Yet, the critical synchronous aspects of an in-class experience remain difficult to implement.

Students, while skilled at watching video on demand, opening video meetings, and playing immersive virtual games, lack experience in
formal synchronous learning (Cole, 2009). Rather than focus on the mechanics of technology, we attempt to surface influential aspects of
classroom management when executing Synchronous Learning in Distributed Environments (SLIDE).1

In this paper, we report a nine year action research study on the attributes that help and hinder SLIDE across the technologies of Video
Conferencing (VC) and Immersive Virtual Environments (IVE). With these attributes, instructors undertaking SLIDE will be better prepared
to achieve desired pedagogical goals as well as knowing what to demand from institutional initiatives. Our multi-year study executed SLIDE
classes without dependence on organizational infrastructure, technicians, or expensive commercial entities. Key attributes of success,
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however, are often counter intuitive and non-technological. Like a towel in Douglas Adam’s book, this paper presents a valuable and simple
tool (nexus of control) teachers can use to better plan and execute SLIDE classes successfully.

2. Literature review

2.1. Computer-supported learning

Extant research emphasizes use of asynchronous interactive tools that leverage the Internet (Goodyear, 2005) and increase level of
inquiry and meta-cognition (Lipponen, Rahikainen, Lallimo, & Hakkarainen, 2003). The text-heavy expository approaches that are common
in schools, such as WebCT and Blackboard, are limited by emphasis on asynchronous interaction. Students’ use of video meeting tools and
virtual reality simulations indicate the opportunity and challenge to evolve social interactions into synchronous learning interactions. There
is an emerging consensus that distributing learning tools brings positive results (Warschauer & Kern, 2000). Specifically, students’ value
highly integrated computer-mediated conferencing (Goodyear, Jones, Asensio, Hodgson, & Steeples, 2005). Critically, integrating student
directed online computer use relieves issues of traditional classrooms (e.g., class size) that hamper the practice of key behaviors (Warden,
2000). Simply making technology available to teachers and students, however, does not automatically translate to self-directed learning
(Sieber, 2005). Synchronous online classes must be well managed in both motivating students to participate and fitting with teacher goals
and capabilities. We next explore two implementations of SLIDE.

2.2. Video conferencing (VC)

Students report VC as useful and exciting (Wong & Fauverge,1999) since, evenwith limited video, communication levels increase (Wang,
2006). Much computer mediated communication is hindered by the absence of oral and visual interaction (Wang, 2004a). Video confer-
encing holds the ability to convey body language while also encouraging students to create their own learning environment (Wang, 2004b).
Institutional support systems are critical to sustain successful distance education programs, yet most institutions do not supply this support
(Wolf, 2006). Instead, teachers struggle to work around standardized tools, such as Blackboard/WebCT that lack fit for specific class needs
and SLIDE in general. Research on synchronous video, for SLIDE, is lacking in the literature.

2.3. Immersive virtual environments (IVE)

Virtual environments in education feature largely in applications involving science topics (Mikropoulos & Natsis, 2011). Presence is
important to learning in such environments (Chen, Warden, Tai, & Chen, 2011), where role playing can transfer to improved achievement
(Echeverría et al., 2011). Second Life, a commercial MMORPG, is a virtual world where residents as avatars interact with each other and
attracts researchers for its possibilities as a virtual education environment (De Lucia, Francese, Passero, & Tortora, 2009; Herold, 2010;
Jamaludin, Chee, & Ho, 2009; Tang, Lan, & Chang, 2012).

These examples reveal the educational possibilities in a virtual world, but the commercial nature of Second Life (and competitors), along
with its pre-existing social milieu, is problematic. Boellstorff (2008) points out that SL is a rich environment full of social interaction and
unpredictable offensive material (much like real life). Parties at nightclubs and bars are the most popular activity in Second Life (Harris,
Bailenson, Nielsen, & Yee, 2009). Second Life allows a sex subculture esthetic to flourish due to the extensive avatar customization capa-
bilitiesdmostly using props and toys (Bardzell & Bardzell, 2006, p. 27; Brookey & Cannon, 2009). Teachers and administrators could be held
legally responsible for introducing students to such offensive material (Bugeja, 2008, p. 18):

To complicate matters, administrators may not even realize that their professors, departments, or colleges have agreed to . . . a company’s terms
of service . . . purchases could result in personal or institutional liability with few, if any, processes in place to resolve legal or ethical complaints.

Non-commercial, i.e., open source, solutions exist (Open Wonderland in the current study) that allow teachers to create IVEs
purposefully matching pedagogical goals while avoiding any legal complications.

3. Method

3.1. Action research

Action research emphasizes participation by the researcher, drawing on a long tradition of anthropological and sociological research
practices (Berg & Lune, 2011). Action researchers are highly involved in research issues over long periods of time (Eden & Huxham, 1996) in
ways that allow them to attempt improved cycles of action and reflection with rigorous research documentation. Action research should
have implications beyond the immediate project; in other words the results generally inform the research frame as well as solving an
immediate problem (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1998).

Action research’s emphasis on intervention requires a cyclical process of stages, moving from diagnosing the research topic, planning and
taking action, evaluating outcomes, and finally applying findings to theory building that then feeds back into a new diagnoses (Baskerville &
Wood-Harper, 1996). In the current research, we chose Street and Meister’s (2004) action research stages of Description (action planning
and action taking), Commentary (evaluating), and Theory Building (specifying learning and diagnosing), which then leads to another cycle
(see Fig. 1).

3.2. Research process

From 2004 to 2012, we guided a total of 3630 students through implementations of SLIDE classes. The first undertaking for this study
executed synchronous video across five business colleges located in Singapore, the United Kingdom, and Taiwan. Course topics included



Fig. 1. Research framework based on action research cycles.
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negotiation, business writing, business presentation, servicemanagement, tourismmanagement, and consumer behavior. Class sizes ranged
from 25 to 80 for undergraduate classes. We progressed through three main iterations of planning, executing slightly modified techniques,
evaluating results to isolate critical learning points, and diagnosing steps that feedback into the next cycle of application in the classroom
setting. During class online meetings, the researcher/teacher took notes of his/her own experience, while documenting student reactions
through post-session interviews. Approximately 30 percent of the classes were randomly chosen for observation by a second researcher (not
teaching in the class) who took notes, screen captures, and video captures. Analysis progressed to specify learning in conjunction with the
class researcher to expand and refine our learning repository.

The second undertaking is based on an implementation of an IVE created with the open source software Open Wonderland (Chen et al.,
2011). Two class topics, through four iterations, formed the sample frame: business negotiation and tourism management, from 2009 to
2012. In both SLIDE approaches, a single semester classes ranged from 12 to 18 weeks (longer times for semesters in Taiwan and shorter for
the United Kingdom and Singapore). On average, 60 percent of class meetings were fully online (32 h online per class in Taiwan). The
remaining class sessions were held in traditional classroom settings on campus. Spread across the nine years of this study, our primary effort
was directed toward learning how to create an effective virtual learning experience while also incrementally improving the open source
technical solutions.

4. Results of SLIDE VC

The first part of this study focuses on how to practically execute SLIDE for a large class of students, i.e., enrollment over 25. We report
three iterations of action research directed toward VC development. Each stage represents roughly three years, with three different groups
of students participating. This extended research timeframe was designed to improve the reliability of results, while eliminating transient
issues, learning curve problems, and allowing the collection of rich observational data (all respondent names changed for reporting
purposes).

4.1. Stage 1: initiating a SLIDE VC environment

Our goal for the first three years of the research cyclewas to get teachers and students onlinewith a VC system that successfully delivered
instructional material, matching the interactive elements of an existing physical classroom, i.e., full two-way communication among both
students and teachers.

4.1.1. Action planning
Our first action plan focused on executing a distributed SLIDE VC system. Few obvious choices existed, at the time, that matched our

teaching goals with low-cost hardware requirements. We initially adopted a commercial video streaming package (MacroMedia’s Flash
Media Server), which was, at the time, a basic, low-cost, and easily configurable platform. Soon after, we replaced this with the open source
software Red5dnow implemented in numerous educational settings (Lu & Wang, 2010). The result was a basic instructional space that
combined live audio and video with numbers of students limited only by bandwidth at the server (see Fig. 2: identifiable faces and names
masked for privacy throughout).

4.1.2. Action taking
We held introductory classes in physical classrooms, demonstrating the SLIDE VC space. Afterward, students were asked to meet online

for class, with remaining classes alternating between online and offline. Classes used in this study tend to be lecture driven with students
occasionally asked to respond to questions or to raise issues.

4.1.3. Evaluating
Each student occupied a video window and was thus in view up front; seen directly by the teacher and by classmates, making such

behaviors as nodding off and sitting in the back row impossible. Teachers find this feature especially helpful in maintaining student
attention. We anticipated video technical issues would be the leading problem for students. Surprisingly, video is rarely a problem.



Fig. 2. Stage 1 video conferencing space (students and teacher meeting from respective locations).
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Even low video quality is not an issue in our SLIDE VC classes as its main purpose is to create the feeling of the person being located in the
virtual classroom rather than communicating subtle body language. Audio equipment is much more problematic since any degradation in
sound quality dramatically disrupts interaction with students.

Synchronous video’s greatest demand is bandwidth. Audio quality typically suffers with bandwidth saturation both at the user-side and
the server-side. Students at this stage report stuttering and interrupted audio causing them to be cut off from class since, “I couldn’t hear
clearly what the Professor was saying, but I couldn’t tell him about the problem,” Alex points out.

Teaching material is placed online for downloading. Progressing through class, an instruction to, “look at slide 5” is often met with some
blank stares and a realization that some students have not taken the initiative to download the material. Multiple issues arise from students
expecting to passively engagewith the technology, such asmaking dowith inadequate equipment, not testing software before class, and not
downloading material. The most serious of these oversights involves audio problems since without audio a student is totally cut off. A
channel for texting is important for students who cannot be reached by audio as well as supplying an alternative avenue to share teaching
material in real-time (e.g., links to websites).

The most serious problem experienced at this stage is audio feedback, caused by any user allowing sound from a speaker to be picked up
by his/her own microphone. The resulting echoing sound is distracting and can increase to a sharp screeching or howling. This condition is
experienced commonly when using one-to-one audio communication, including software like Skype. The solution is to avoid an open
microphone by using a headset with built-in microphone.

4.1.4. Specifying learning
When executed smoothly, teachers and students report the online experience as promising, particularly with the added advantage of

attending from home (or dorm). Audio quality is central to student involvement.

4.1.5. Diagnosing
Audio feedback problems completely disrupt any smooth participation, as all students are affected (with only one student causing

feedback echo, all students hear the echo and any spokenwords are echoed back by the offending student to everyone). A lack of alternative
communication channels makes students’ technical problems difficult to solve or even explore. There is no way to be certain students are
viewing the correct slides during lectures, or have even downloaded any material.
4.2. Stage 2: expanding

This stage drew on learning from stage 1 to refine and improve interaction in SLIDE VC.

4.2.1. Action planning
Proving the viability of large classes through VC, the second stage focuses on isolating actions to expand learning effectiveness. Reducing

audio feedback is a priority given how harmful audio problems are. We supplement this direction with additional features to improve
instructional delivery and increase student participation and involvement.

4.2.2. Action taking
Added a live-texting box and an area for presenting instructional slides integrates more communication channels in addition to video

and audio. Video windows are next synchronized across all participants, allowing any user to move any other user’s video window. If the
teacher moves Jenny and Danny to the top right corner, everyone then sees Jenny and Danny in the top right corner. Jenny or Danny can
move themselves, others, or even the teacher, anywhere. To avoid anonymous movements, and allow individual students to point to slides
or other on-screen areas, every participant’s mouse cursor is programmed to appear on screen, along with his/her user name, for public
viewing. These features add a more identifiable and interactional presence in the SLIDE VC classroom. Lastly, in an attempt to address the
audio feedback problem, students are given on screen buttons tomute other students’ audio in case echo or screeching becomes serious (see
Fig. 3).

4.2.3. Evaluating
Synchronicity in the slides and the live-texting box both prove very successful and well accepted by students. We often use the texting

area to communicate with students who have audio problems, “Ann, your mic is not working.” Students also use the texting box to
communicatewith each other, with the added benefit that everyone can view themessagedincreasing feelings of a common class. Inclusion



Fig. 3. Added features: live-texting box, synchronized video windows & tracking of users’ cursors.
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of slides improves instructional delivery by not depending on student preparation. Early on, students could change slides at the individual
user level, but this caused problems when encouraging interaction; “Leon, what is the main idea of slide seven?” “Body language is
important,” Leon responded. “Leon, I think you are on the wrong slide. We are looking at slide seven.” The student then realizes his error,
“Oh, yeah, sorry hold on . . .”With large classes and no direct means of controlling slide presentation this inevitably leads to such problems.
In response, increasing teacher control of slides makes slides synchronous across all participants. This improves lecture delivery and
interaction with the teacher by assuring everyone is on the same slide.

Creating synchronous video windows is also helpful in organizing class, pointing out students for responses, forming groups, and
increasing interaction. Students report high levels of enjoyment with this feature, “I could move my video next to my frienddlike sitting
next to her in class. That was fun!” The common display across all users improves opportunities for constructing a shared learning space.

The capability to mute incoming audio from specific students does block the screeching and echoing of offending students, as Jenny
pointed out, “Fred’s audio was echoing, so I used the mute button and then everyone’s audio was clear.” This capability does not address the
cause of the underlying issue, i.e., some students not understanding the detrimental effect of open microphones and speakers.

4.2.4. Specifying learning
Central control of learning delivery tools, such as slides, solves many problems, while distributed control of video windows increases

student involvement. This devolving of control, however, functions best when responsibility for actions is traceable, rather than anonymous.
Audio feedback problems are fundamentally a personal responsibility for each student, making it difficult to overcome at the class level.

4.2.5. Diagnosing
Audio feedback issues beg for a more effective and, potentially, centralized solution, which we continue searching for. Capabilities to

share materials are seen as positive features to include.
4.3. Stage 3: experimentation

During this stage, we retain the core successful features while testing the addition of new features aimed at increasing options for
students and teachers.

4.3.1. Action planning
We choose to experiment with retaining the previous feature set, while including new features (i.e., texting, whiteboard, and teaching

material upload). We test these features through a series of open source video conferencing software packages, and, where needed,
programming of custom features.

4.3.2. Action taking
By 2010, a number of open source software solutions for VC are under development, each with its own set of features. We assess and

implement the best on offer at the time. OpenMeetings (see Fig. 4) includes the capability to view a large central whiteboard, on which
teachers and students can sketch out ideas. Files and slides can be uploaded for direct viewing on the whiteboard or for students to
download. Video windows can be enlarged and incorporate streaming video (useful in showing examples from video clips).

FlashChat with video is another open source package (see Fig. 5) that focuses on a large texting area. Private texting between users is
allowed, and individual rooms exist where students can break into group work using texting and video/audio. Teaching material can be
uploaded, with downloading links for students.

BigBlueButton (see Fig. 5) is an open source package that emphasizes a central whiteboard with a texting box to all users, while also
allowing private texting among users. Teaching material can be uploaded by teacher or students for display and download.

4.3.3. Evaluating
Additional features are eye-catching and appealing to our technical orientation, but the direct benefit of such features is not clear in

practice. Teachers experience multitasking overload handling the new features while also helping students with the features. Unpredictable
outcomes arise from engaging with features, such as when students use their newly acquired capabilities to kick (logout) the professor from
the classroom. “Allen, why did you kickme out?” I asked. “Oh, sorry Professor. I clicked you by accident,” he explained. This single example is
repeated numerous times, and ranges from uploading files that replace existing files, erasing whiteboards, and muting the audio of



Fig. 4. OpenMeetings interface with video streaming (marketing example) and large whiteboard.
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participants. Frustration grows, as Marlene reported, “I didn’t knowwho kept turningme off and then things kept getting confused I felt like
I couldn’t finish the assignment.”

Each additional feature causes instructors, already busy facilitating learning activities and monitoring technical issues (see Fig. 5), to feel
stressed. Texting to individual students often proves ineffective, as the students causing issues tend to immediately close any pop-up
windows. “Garry, I was texting you during class; didn’t you see my messages?” I ask during a post-class interview. Garry explains, “Yeah,
I wondered what the window was that kept popping up! I just closed it because I thought it was something from my computer.”

Large whiteboards prove helpful to sketch ideas in SLIDE VC. However, it is unclear who is actually viewing the whiteboard. Audio
problems across the new software packages show striking similarities. In nearly every class, a few students are not prepared with head-
phones, not connecting the headphones, or not configuring their computer for the headphone equipment. Some students compensate by
using ear-bud earphones and open microphones from their notebook computers. This shows an awareness of the causes of feedback, but
still presents the problem of ambient noise from a room, which at times ranges from computer fan noise to outside traffic. In all cases
involving audio, it is challenging to make the offending student aware of how detrimental this behavior is to SLIDE VC learning.

4.3.4. Specifying learning
Additional features look good in theory, but in practice with a large class there is an exponential increase in opportunities for student

errors that lead tomultitasking overload for the teacher. Central control of teachingmaterials and a texting area are key features for effective
delivery of core material. Lastly, a way to represent the physical class within the virtual space is important, such as the synchronized video
window placement, integrating social signals that are integral to learning processes.

4.3.5. Diagnosing
The goal of creating a virtual constructed learning space may not benefit from additional technical features. Our experience shows that

work overload quickly swamps the teacher as the students most in need of assistance are the least able to obtain help.

5. Results of SLIDE IVE

The second part of the current study focuses on how to practically execute SLIDE IVE for a large class. We next report our main findings
from two stages of action research spanning four years. Open Wonderland easily installs and runs on an Ubuntu-based server. Two weeks
were devoted to designing the initial virtual space, using Google Design Warehouse and Google SketchUpdfree tools for 3D object design.

Over the past decade, numerous academics have reported on the adoption of SLIDE IVEs in the educational setting (Mikropoulos & Natsis,
2011). Such technologies are cited for encouraging student co-construction of knowledge (De Lucia et al., 2009; Jamaludin et al., 2009;
Fig. 5. BigBlueButton interfaces (Taiwan) and teacher (Singapore) multi-tasking.
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Jarmon, Traphagan, Mayrath, & Trivedi, 2009), collaboration (Jarmon et al., 2009), and critical thinking (Herold, 2010). We implemented
SLIDE IVE across four classes from 2008 to 2011.
5.1. Stage 1: initiating a SLIDE IVE

The practical goal at this stage is to execute a SLIDE IVE and determine if students in large classes can participate with effective
instructional delivery.

5.1.1. Action planning
Stage one includes three specific goals. First, achieving a capacity for instructional delivery, through lectures and slides within the SLIDE

IVE. Second, augment learning through opportunities for self-direction, with students taking possession of the learning space. Third, design
of the virtual space through metaphors that reinforce teaching goals (not possible in the physical world).

5.1.2. Action taking
During stage one, a class in business negotiation is introduced to the SLIDE IVE. The class emphasizes role playing in simulating

negotiations. This environment has obvious benefits over a physical classroom for such role playingdmainly in the ability to have private
spaces for working out negotiation strategies. A range of virtual designs are employed to test effectiveness in increasing feelings of presence
and involvement behaviors (see Fig. 6).

5.1.3. Evaluating
Control of the environment proves important from the first class, as students, by accident or through curiosity, change or add objects

within the SLIDE IVE; at times even moving or deleting important locations. Problems with video cameras and bandwidth are nonexistent
(as the IVE used avatars rather than video), but audio issues, specifically feedback, are identical to the SLIDE VC setting. Within SLIDE IVE,
students who move closer together experience louder volume, while moving apart lowers volume until voices cannot be heard (simulating
distance). When lecturing, students collect together near the teacher, but such proximity raises the problem of audio feedback. Finding who
is responsible (an openmic) is not a simplematter.With few students, a process of elimination can be used, bywalking up to each avatar and
listening for increasing volume of feedback (clearly impractical in a large class).

Demonstrating the SLIDE IVE over a number of weeks, in short sessions, allows technical issues to pop up in real-time in front of students
while still in an offline class. Entering the environment with a small number of students, for short sessions, over three or four class meetings,
in front of everyone (with at least one user viewpoint shown on a large screen) supplies many examples of trouble shooting steps, especially
in relation to audio feedback problems. The importance of a headset is more effectively made by the teacher using it in the offline demo
rather than relying on written instructions.

5.1.4. Specifying learning
Ability to succeed at executing a SLIDE IVE, with a large class, is successful with students showing interest and initiative. From the teacher

perspective, delivery of teaching content is also successful. Student use of space to take command of their learning, mainly through
negotiation role playing, is restricted by what appears to be simple environment design. Use of an island metaphor helps to reinforce the
independence of groups, for example, while abstract classrooms helps facilitate lecture delivery.

5.1.5. Diagnosing
After executing a negotiation class twice in two years, the most difficult problem remains is still audiodspecifically audio feedback.

Student unwanted manipulation of the space can be controlled with program restrictions. Involvement in learning can be increased with
more interesting designs and a richer SLIDE IVE world.
5.2. Stage 2: expanding

Having successfully executed lecture delivery within SLIDE IVE, attention now turns to the audio issues as well as involvement in the
virtual space through a richer virtual world design.
Fig. 6. Abstract space, classroom and slides, and island metaphor.
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5.2.1. Action planning
Multiple campuses with numerous buildings and rooms are planned at this stage. Planning includes locking down objects by restricting

user access. We aim to clarify use of equipment and formulate understanding of constructive participant behaviors.

5.2.2. Action taking
We design a number of virtual campuses with multiple-story buildings, including interiors with large halls and rooms (see Fig. 7). A

mixture of cityscape and open areas as well as waterside and islands offer a large range of spaces.
Simply building the technology is not enough for students to participate, as Cole (2009) points out. To overcome audio issues, we refine

our approach to give an extended and incremental introduction to equipment use within the SLIDE IVE. We expect a slow ramping up of
skills and understanding of how the technology links to the class will improve participation while decreasing technical difficulties.

5.2.3. Evaluation
Incremental introduction reduces audio problems, but student related issues persist. Isolating these students proves difficult, and once

found, problem solving is challenging: “Jimmy, are you using an open mic? I can hear all the sound coming from your speaker.” “No,” Jimmy
responded. “Can you please check again. It sounds like you are using the mic in your PC.” To which, Jimmy answers, “I’m okay. No problem.”
“Do you have your headphones on Jimmy?” I ask. Followed by the big reveal, “I don’t have headphones Professor. But, the sound is clear.”
This parallels issues in the VC setting but is even more difficult to overcome without the video feedback that headphones are or are not in
use.

Students find the richer IVE space interesting, with some students running around exploring the space upon entry. In fact, collecting
students for a central meeting proves difficult at times as line of sight no longer functions because of numerous buildings and rooms.
Students most in need of help are left on their own, as Sally points out, “I tried to find where everyonewas, but I just couldn’t get to the right
place.” Open spaces or buildings/rooms with glass walls are more effective as participants can see through the glass as other avatars gather
and the teacher can spot anyone still inside a building (see Fig. 8).

5.2.4. Specifying learning
The open source software, OpenWonderland, allows total control over the IVE, matching class goals with environment metaphors while

avoiding distractions common in commercial packages. Accompanying internal rooms, hallways, doors, and the like are certainly interesting
to students, and contribute to exploration. However, the teacher can be overwhelmed with the complexity of the space while managing
class.

5.2.5. Diagnosing
Audio issues are annoying and difficult to solve through policy approaches. The technical nature of audio feedbackmeans that those who

do not understand its sources are most likely to cause such problems. Objects within the virtual space require strong management to avoid
accidental manipulation by any single student and the resulting widespread confusion. However, another issue of control is raised as the
teacher is unable to be sure students are following instructions, or even arriving in designated locations.
6. Discussion & limitations

At a time when video conferencing is commonplace and virtual worlds, though gaming, are more popular then box office movies,
educators risk marginalization by not effectively engaging with these technologies. Through action research, we show the key difficulties of
implementing a SLIDE are little related to hardware and software but rather human elements.We next summarize practical takeaway points
for teachers implementing SLIDE classes. These points motivate subsequentmodeling that explores the balance needed between central and
distributed control for successful SLIDE.
6.1. Video conferencing practical takeaway

6.1.1. Make or break feature
The means to enable social interaction so that group presence is reinforced, making VC more than the sum of multiple video streams.
Fig. 7. Rich virtual campus with multi-story buildings and rooms with instructional material.



Fig. 8. Open fields of view in large rooms or through glass.
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6.1.2. Best outcome
Increased attention and participation in constructing an environment conducive to learning.

6.1.3. Worst outcome
Opportunities for student to exploit distributed functionality to create technical problems that are nearly impossible for the teacher to

troubleshoot.

6.2. Immersive virtual environment practical takeaway

6.2.1. Make or break feature
Virtual space that reinforces instructional goals i.e., engaging with technology to facilitate educational experiences rather than inap-

propriately embedding in gaming worlds or simulating the real world.

6.2.2. Best outcome
Self-directed learning with good opportunities for group work and role playing.

6.2.3. Worst outcome
Students become distracted or lost in the virtual environment.

6.3. Theory development

What we observe is often a tradeoff between centralized control and distributed control. Results show the importance of teacher’s ability
to control numerous aspects of the SLIDE environment while at times allowing individual students to control the virtual space. Audio serves
as a case in point; there is little a teacher can do to assure students obtain and activate headphones correctlyddestroying the learning
experiencewhen incorrect. Without central control, emergent problems are difficult to overcome.We find this is increasingly probablewith
rising numbers of students and themultiplying effect of escalating complexity. In contrast, without distributed control, student construction
of their own learning is difficult, losing one of the advantages of SLIDE. This balance of capabilities we label nexus of control: the balance
between a fully controlled broadcast setting, and a fully distributed setting.

During this study’s timeframe, we regularly help teachers, not directly involved in this research, to implement SLIDE in their own classes.
Their expectations toward SLIDE, like ours, are positive, but the extra work and difficulties encountered during execution dampens those
beliefs, a common experience among teachers incorporating technology into the classroom (Spector, 2005). The balance between expec-
tations of student-directed learning and the experience of multitasking overload is parallel to the balance of issues uncovered in the current
study’s action research. Our nexus of control model (see Fig. 9) proposes the two key attributes to success of SLIDE: Authority over the
system and distributed control. Too little distribution of control defeats one of the key points in SLIDE, but lack of authority over the system
frustrates the teacher’s attempts at instruction.

These relationships can be illustrated with the use of a prevalent feature, the SLIDE VC whiteboard. The realities of teaching bring
practical questions of who is looking at the whiteboard and, even, who can see it? When the nexus of control is totally distributed (high
distributed control and low authority over the system), each participant can exercise control to move the whiteboard to any location on
screen, including away from his/her attention. In the absence of instructor’s authority over the system, they can even close the class
whiteboard. When the nexus of control is totally with the presenter (low distributed control and high authority over the system), any
activity on the whiteboarddimmovable and unchangeable at the forefrontddraws attention. As examples spread across the defining
features of the SLIDE VC it becomes analogous to exploring the norms of discipline that enable success in an offline class.

Early exploration reveals lack of SLIDE learning opportunities in the absence of distributed functionality and instructor influence over the
system (i.e., “zone of limited opportunities”). Running counter to what we believed early on, our critical analysis reveals expanding
distributed capabilities as additional features, in SLIDE, actually decreases students’ capabilities to construct their learning. In this “random
error zone” distributed functionality in the absence of control invites conflicts between all participants in the system.

Learning takes place in SLIDE best when distributed control is low and authority high over the system, a counter intuitive observation
(“educational focus zone”). The low distribution and high authority quadrant allows control over a situation, where problems are minimized
and class instruction (even individual student presentations) are more broadcast oriented. The realities of SLIDE show students have



Fig. 9. Nexus of control matrix.
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significant opportunities even in comparatively controlled situations to construct their learning and, as their capabilities develop, oppor-
tunities for forays into greater distributed control (“zone of self-expression”). As Douglas Adams’ character Arthur Dent learned, the
usefulness of a towel depends on the situation, we learned the usefulness of authority in a distributed setting can be unexpectedly helpful
while empowering students to take more control of their learning environment.

The current research has important limitations to consider, such as its focus on large class size (above 25 students) and its execution in
environments where Internet connectivity was good. For smaller classes, complexity may often be low enough that nexus of control is not
important. In locations where Internet connectivity and speeds are issues, nexus of control may become more important, and even limited
to the broadcast zone. Additionally, all the participants in this study were business students, with a focus on applied skill development, such
as negotiation, presentation, business writing, etc. Such classes represented a good combination of content delivery and student practice. For
classes requiring more emphasis on information delivery, or more student initiated action, results could differ, although we believe the
nexus of control model is still helpful in emphasizing the zones to avoid.
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